Letter on United States Government Illegally Targeting People
October 2020
To police officers, licensed doctors, professionals, and to whom it may concern:
The United States government is involved with, and permitting corporations and
individuals, to illegally commit secretive and deceptive felony assaults, sexual abuse, remote
neural monitoring, and harassment to selected individuals.
What used to be easy to diagnose schizophrenia now the psychiatric doctor must consider
whether the person or patient is actually a victim of abuse using surreptitious technology. The
website www.TargetedEvidence.com provides admissible evidence, FOIAs, whistleblowers, and
mainstream media articles providing for and acknowledging this technology. What used to be
science fiction is now science. The government has done a good job with psychological
operations (psyops) and inserting agents into the victim pool to confound and muddle the public
perception of the reality of the abuse program. What these victims call targeting are actually just
crimes using high level technology.
One such victim, Jack Christiana, has completely proven a false diagnose of
schizophrenia. He was diagnosed schizophrenia just by discussing the abuse program by the
government. Mr. Christiana discovered that the U.S. government’s National Institutes of Health
(NIH) has published medical journals stating that a Positon Emission Tomography (PET) scan
not only can be used to verify whether or not the person has schizophrenia, but there have been
studies that found that the PET scan provided better results than Theory of Mind (ToM) which is
a theory of the mind or doctor’s opinion. Superior Courts have already accepted these PET scans
and finding reports admissible evidence and have decided court cases on these scans and reports.
This information is absolutely and completely provided by verifiable evidence at the website link
https://www.lifeofjohnchristiana.com/pet-scan.html or go to www.LifeOfJohnChristiana.com
and then click on “PET” scan.
The above attached link includes:
1. California Licensed Psychologist Report - Theory of “Paranoid Schizophrenia.”
- - - vs. - - 2. California Licensed Medical Doctor Finding – PET Scan and Report of “Normal Brain.”
3. U.S.Govt. National Institutes of Health (NIH) Journals credits PET scan over Theory of Mind
4. Orange County Superior Court and Judges accepting PET scans as Admissible Evidence.
5. Orange County Health Care Agency reverses course after “Discovery” in Lawsuit.
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Being a victim of these targeting abuses is not always the case, obviously, but technology
has absolutely advanced to the point that it now must be considered. In the last three years and
especially the last year, this technology is being admitted to, and we encourage you to browse the
website www.TargetedEvidence.com to see that evidence. It is just logical that the public
awareness and reality of these abuses will come out in short time and the integrity and
reputations of all involved are on the line, and ultimately the character and respectability of the
United States is at stake. Thank you in advance for looking into this matter.
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